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Tripfuser’s new service 
is opening up the tailor-
made travel planning 
experience for agents! 

WITH more and more travellers 
seeking personalised travel 
experiences, agents are increasingly 
seeking new ways to quickly and 
easily design high-quality custom 
travel solutions for their clients.

With the Europe early-bird booking 
period nearly upon us, getting 
direct access to highly trusted in-
destination local suppliers has never 
been more important! Tripfuser’s 
most popular destination, Italy, is the 
perfect example!

Instantly access Tripfuser’s 
extensive local supplier service 
for Italy. The best in their class, 
these highly trusted in-destination 
local suppliers are handpicked 
and individually vetted to ensure 

they provide high quality, custom 
experiences every time! 

Take Mari, a passionate Tripfuser 
local supplier and avid traveller, with 
a background as a tour leader across 
Italy plus years of designing the 
perfect tailor-made trips to Italy and 
France. Whatever your clients need, 
Mari has the answer.

All these local suppliers like Mari 
and many more are now instantly 
accessible to Agents!  All dedicated to 
showcasing and sharing their country, 
they take pride in helping agents 
design unique travel experiences for 
their clients. Getting access to their 
local knowledge and in-destination 
services is a game changer!

The Tripfuser service enables 
agents to design custom trips around 
group size, price point, destination, 
accommodation type, activities, the 
pace of travel, level of guidance and 
more. You’re guaranteed to look like 

a hero to your client!
Not sure where to start? Tripfuser’s 

Italy Trip Gallery already has more 
than 80 customisable trips in Italy 
for Agents to explore. Every trip plan 
is fully customisable and Agents can 
also design trips from scratch. What 
are you waiting for? Use Tripfuser for 
your clients next tailored Italy trip!

View the Italy Trip Gallery HERE.

Email: agents@tripfuser.com 
Phone: 0418 380 447
Website: www.tripfuser.com 

Design the perfect tailored trip to Italy, every time!

EXCLUSIVE 
TRIPFUSER 
OFFER
Submit a genuine enquiry on 
the Tripfuser platform and go 
into the draw to win a $5,000 
Custom Trip to any Tripfuser 
destination! Sign up or log in 
HERE.
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